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In little over a decade dynamic combinatorial chemistry1 has
developed into a powerful approach for the discovery of new
synthetic receptors and ligands for biomolecules. The technique
has recently also been used to identify new catalysts,2 self-
replicating molecules,1k-m,3 and catenanes.1d,4

In a dynamic combinatorial library (DCL) building blocks
combine through reversible linkages to generate a mixture of
products that are in equilibrium through a continuous exchange of
the constituent building blocks. Molecular recognition between the
molecules in the library or with externally added templates will
stabilize selected species, such that the system tends toward
optimizing the noncovalent interactions between template and
library members. Ideally, this leads to a shift of the equilibrium
toward those species that form the most efficient noncovalent
interactions; i.e., the best synthetic receptor or the best ligand is
amplified selectively. However, there is often a trade-off between
achieving large amplification factors5 and the extent to which
amplification is selective for the strongest binders.6-8

One of the last remaining unanswered fundamental questions in
dynamic combinatorial chemistry relates to the issue of library size.
Larger DCLs have a higher probability of containing stronger
binders, yet detecting all library members is no longer possible.
This raises the question of whether it is better to screen only (many)
small libraries, whether larger libraries are more efficient, or whether
there is an optimum size? These issues have received very little
attention, despite the fact that library size is a key parameter in the
experimental design.

Previous theoretical work by Moore9 and ourselves10 has
indicated that template-induced amplifications remain significant
in larger libraries. However, the crude models of the DCLs used
in these studies11 do not allow for probing the behavior of libraries
made from several different building blocks. Indeed, no theoretical
guidelines currently exist to help the experimentalist to choose how
many building blocks to use when preparing a dynamic combina-
torial library.

Equally little guidance can be obtained from the experimental
work on dynamic combinatorial chemistry as this has mostly been
limited to relatively small libraries, often made from only a single
building block forming less than 10 library members. However,
there are a few reports in which larger libraries have been used
successfully. For example, Miller has identified a ligand that binds
to an RNA fragment of HIV-1 from a resin-bound DCL of 11 325
members.12 We recently succeeded in identifying a synthetic
receptor for ephedrine from a solution-phase DCL of similar size.13

These results14 prove that it is experimentally feasible to screen
large libraries. However, they do not reveal whether it is wise to
use such large DCLs.

Obtaining a statistically meaningful answer to the question of
how large a dynamic combinatorial library should be to have the
highest probability of identifying a truly outstanding binder requires

an excessively (vide infra) large number of experiments. As there
currently exist insufficient data to probe this experimentally we
performed an extensive series of computer simulations.

We now report the results of these studies in which we
investigated the effect of library size on (i) the probability of
detecting any amplification; (ii) the probability of detecting the
strongest binding library member present; and (iii) the binding
affinity of the most amplified detectable library member. In parallel
we investigated how the above parameters depend on experimental
conditions (template and building block concentrations). We show
that within the range of libraries sizes investigated (65-4828
compounds), bigger libraries produce better binders. Importantly,
the affinities of these compounds are higher than statistically
expected on the basis of the fact that more compounds are screened
when using larger libraries.

Using our dedicated DCLSim software7c we simulated the
response of a set of different libraries made from 4, 6, 8, 10, 13, or
16 building blocks to the introduction of a template.15 Considering
oligomeric species up to tetramers this gave DCLs of 65, 203, 486,
990, 2366, and 4828 compounds, respectively. Each library was
simulated under a set of 81 different experimental conditions (9
different template and building block concentrations ranging from
0 to 1 M and 100 µM to 1 M, respectively). Following literature
precedents9,10 template binding constants of each individual library
member were assigned randomly from a log-normal distribution
(mean binding constant 100 M-1 and standard deviation 10 M-1).16

To arrive at a data set from which statistically meaningful
conclusions can be derived, 100 libraries with different randomly
assigned template binding affinities were simulated for each set of
experimental conditions. This amounted to a total of 97 200 in silico
DCLs.17

While we know the concentrations of all library members for
the in silico DCLs, in an experimental library many of these may
fall below the limits of detection of ordinary analytical equipment.
To arrive at conclusions that can be used to guide experimental
design, a detection limit needs to be imposed on the data. Based
on our experience with the LC-MS analysis of large libraries, we
estimate that it is possible to detect any compound that is amplified
at least 2-fold and for which the difference between its concentration
in the untemplated relative to the templated library represents at
least 1% of the concentration of the most abundant species in the
mixture.18,19 This detection threshold means that as the library gets
larger the probability that we are able to detect amplification events
diminishes. For the larger libraries and for most experimental
conditions (template and total building block concentrations), only
a few percent of the library members are in fact detectable, while
the vast majority of the library members will go unnoticed (see
Figure S3). Also when only considering the best binders in the
library the majority of these will go unnoticed (see Figure S4).
Thus, the very best binder may remain undetectable while only
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suboptimal binders are observed.20 Is this problematic? This
depends on the extent to which the library size influences the affinity
of the most amplified compounds that remain within detection
limits. To quantify this we looked at the average21 affinity of the
best binder from among the three highest detectable amplifica-
tions.22 The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 1 as a
function of the experimental conditions. Clearly, with increasing
library size the affinity of the detected library members increases
as well. Thus, even though detection efficiency falls as library size
increases, the probability of discovering a very strong binder rises
more rapidly.

One might expect to obtain stronger binders in the larger libraries
simply because the absolute number of compounds that are screened
increases (albeit slowly) with library size. We have estimated how
much the statistically expected affinity23 of the best binder from
among the detectable library members increases as the library size
increases (Table 1). Under the typical experimental conditions
shown in the table, this increase amounts to approximately 4-5
kJ/mol upon increasing the library size from 4 to 16 building blocks.
The actual affinity that we observe for a given library size is several
kJ/mol larger than the statistically expected affinity, and this
difference increases as the library size increases. This reflects the
fact that stronger binders tend to be more efficiently amplified and
therefore have an increased probability of being present at detectable
concentrations. Thus, the adaptive nature of dynamic combinatorial
libraries facilitates their use under conditions where the majority
of library members are not detectable.

We have compared the difference in affinity of the strong binders
that we are able to detect with the very best binders in the system

that remained below detection limits. The results (Figure S5) show
that under typical experimental conditions the best detectable
binders are only 2-4 kJ/mol weaker in affinity than the very best
binders present. The difference is only weakly dependent on library
size, increasing slowly as more building blocks are added. While
it may be possible to obtain the very best binder by a parallel screen
of a very large number of small sublibraries, it is doubtful whether
the substantial additional effort in screening can be justified given
the relatively small gain in expected affinity of the best binder.

What are the optimal experimental conditions for large dynamic
combinatorial libraries?24 Figure 1 shows that for every library size
analyzed the highest affinity library members are obtained in the
top left corner of the graphs, i.e., using a high concentration of
building blocks and a low concentration of template. However, this
combination very often fails to produce any template effects at all.
This is not captured in Figure 1, which only shows the results for
the rare occasions in which a detectable amplification effect occurs.
However, Figure 2 shows how the probability of detecting
amplification effects rises as the ratio of template to building block
increases (i.e., from the top left to the bottom right of the graphs).
It is interesting to note that larger libraries are characterized by a
higher probability of detecting amplifications, presumably because
of the increased probability that they contain strong binders.
Comparing Figures 1 and 2 indicates that, when selecting experi-
mental conditions for the DCLs, a trade-off has to be made between
the probability of detecting amplifications and the average affinity
of the library members that are amplified. It appears that a total
building block to template ratio of 10:1 gives a good initial
compromise and would be a good starting point for setting up a
DCL experiment. Should the experimental system under these
conditions still fail to produce any amplification, then the concen-
tration of template may be increased further.

In conclusion, larger DCLs are likely to produce better binders,
at least within the range of library sizes investigated herein (up to
4828 members). With increasing library size the probability of
making a strong binder rises more rapidly than detection efficiency
drops. The affinity of the best binders detected increases more
rapidly than expected statistically on the basis of the increase in
the number of compounds screened. Furthermore, larger DCLs have
a smaller probability of failing to show any amplification than
smaller libraries. When choosing template and building block
concentrations a trade-off needs to be made between affinity and
probability of detection. Using a 10:1 building block to template
ratio seems a good compromise. The implications of this work
are clear: it is likely to be advantageous to work with DCLs

Figure 1. Binding energy of the best binder from among the three most
amplified detectable library members for various library sizes (i.e., number
of building blocks). Each graph surveys different combinations of template
(T) and building block (B) concentrations. The white areas in the upper
left corners reflect the scarcity of amplification data in libraries with very
low template to building block ratios.

Table 1. Comparison between the Mean Affinity of the Best Binder
Statistically Expected for a Given Number of Detectable Library
Members and the Actually Observed Affinity for Libraries with an
Overall Building Block Concentration of 10 mM

building
blocks

[template]
(mM)

detectable
library membersa

expected
affinity (kJ/mol)b

observed
affinity (kJ/mol)c

4 1 25 (38%) -22.6 -24.6
4 10 15 (23%) -21.3 -23.2
10 1 75 (7.6%) -25.1 -28.0
10 10 63 (6.4%) -24.7 -27.3
16 1 146 (3.0%) -26.5 -30.0
16 10 137 (2.8%) -26.3 -29.4

a Mean number of compounds present at concentrations above the
detection limit in the library in the presence of the template. The
number in brackets refers to the percentage of the total number of
compounds in the particular library. b Mean affinity of the best binder
after n random draws from a normal distribution (mean K ) 100 M-1;
standard deviation ) 10 M-1), where n ) the number of detectable
library members. c Mean affinity of the best binder among the three
most amplified compounds.
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that are much larger than the vast majority reported thus far,
provided all building blocks used can potentially contribute to
binding affinity.25
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Figure 2. Probability of detecting any amplification for various library
sizes (i.e., number of building blocks). Each graph surveys different
combinations of template (T) and building block (B) concentrations.
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